CBF Advocacy
Immigrant Relief Ministry: What You Should Know and How You Can Respond
Fellowship Southwest’s immigrant relief ministry is composed of a network of pastors and churches that serve
refugees amassed along the U.S.-Mexico border, from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific Ocean. The ministry
provides food, shelter, supplies and generous doses of Christian love to hundreds of the most vulnerable people
in the Western Hemisphere. Fellowship Southwest began its immigrant relief ministry when a caravan of
refugees reached the border in 2018. We are committed to operate this ministry as long as immigrants
approach the border and as long as God provides donors whose spirits lead them to support people Jesus
referred to as “the least of these.” To find out more about the ministry sites and the work of Fellowship
Southwest, click here.

Ways to Support Immigrant Relief Ministry
CBF Advocacy and Fellowship Southwest believe in the power of shared action to create better paths for
immigrants and refugees. CBF congregations can actively support the care of and protection of immigrants at
the border. First, CBF churches and individuals can give directly to Fellowship Southwest to support immigrant
relief ministry at the border. All of your money that you donate to Fellowship Southwest for immigrant relief
ministry goes directly to support immigrant relief ministry at the border. This is one of the best ways to support
Fellowship Southwest’s immigrant relief ministry.
While this current moment with COVID-19 prohibits us from engaging groups with direct volunteer work, we
hope to soon offer volunteer opportunities at the border to support the ongoing work of immigrant relief
ministry. Please visit the Fellowship Southwest website, at https://fellowshipsouthwest.org, in the near future
to learn more about volunteer opportunities and how you can work to care for immigrants at the border.
In your own community, you can actively welcome immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers. You can offer
language services, food, shelter, and spiritual care for your immigrant neighbors.

Finally, you can advocate for policies that work to protect and care for immigrants and refugees. You can
contact the White House and ask the administration to end the Title 42 policy that expels vulnerable asylum
seekers to the streets of dangerous cities in northern Mexico. You can contact your elected officials asking for
the U.S. to address the root causes of migration (poverty, security, corruption, and climate change) in the
Northern Triangle countries.
How You Can Pray for Immigrant Relief
Our hope is that our actions are paired with our spiritual lives together. To that end, we offer the following
things for which your church can pray. Pray for:

•
•
•
•
•

God’s calming, peaceful hand to be on those at the border.
The safety and protection of asylum seekers, immigrants, and refugees.
An end to continued violence, poverty, corruption, and exploitation of immigrants, refugees,
and asylum seekers.
Wisdom for our elected officials and our immigration officers to enact and implement
compassionate policies that show a welcoming heart.
Continued support of the ministries that Fellowship Southwest supports at the border.

Resources
Here are just a few articles that can offer you a deeper understanding of the urgent need to protect and care for
immigrants at the border.

•
•
•

“No choice” echoes refugees’ desperation, pastors’ compulsion – Fellowship Southwest
Love for the borderlands brings Reeves full circle – Fellowship Southwest
Looking at refugees, but seeing Jesus – CBF Blog

We are the hands and feet of Jesus. Immigrant relief ministry at the border is a tangible expression of the love
of Jesus Christ that we are constantly shown. God’s call on our life, both as individuals and churches, calls us to
care for immigrants and refugees. The very essence of Christ’s call on our lives matters. Join with us to offer
Jesus’ love to immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers.
To find out more about the work of advocating for immigrants and refugees, visit the CBF Advocacy page for
immigrants and refugees here and visit the Fellowship Southwest website. If you have questions, reach out to
Stephen Reeves at sreeves@cbf.net or John Mark Boes at jboes@cbf.net.

